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As a straight white male, I was aware of the GC movement but hadn't really looked into it. So this week I decided to dive

in and see what was going on. What staggered me was that one side is being seen as the victim and one as the

aggressor when in reality /1

It's the other way round. TRAs are trying to compel and shut down speech around women. They use explosive language

and slurs to shut down any kind of conversation and debate because they haven't got any basis to their arguments other

than feelings /2

Women want to feel safe. They want their own spaces. TRAs seem to want the erasure of women and lesbians so they

can feel affirmed and legitimate. They purposely misinterpret articles and information to further their arguement and when

debunked resort to pile ons /3

To shut down discourse. They have specific accounts which target GC accounts so they can be shut down. There's full

on indoctrination going on, it's happened with young girls and for some reason Middle age men wanting to be trans and

they want to start indoctrinating young/4

Children into this what I shall call a cult. Women should have safe spaces. Toilets, crisis centres and other places, where

they should be able to go to feel safe. But this cult doesn't want that. They expect women to be quiet and just accept that

their spaces should be invaded/5

Women's sports, is another one when men, who were average at best, now identify as women so they can be at the top

of their sport due to a physical advantage due to the fact they are male. Prisons and hospital wards are being invaded,

women who complain are being shut down /6

Because they want to feel safe. How many more articles where a man in a woman's prison has either raped or

impregnated another inmate do we have to read before it's seen as a problem? Lesbians told they have to sleep with

'women with a penis'. Ita complete madness. /7

People like Katie Montgomery and India Willouby are purposely sowing hatred and divide and being allowed because

they identify as women. They use language like genocide, in danger and marginalised when infact women are

marginalised and in danger/8

Woken are fighting back. The TRAs don't like it. They feel women should just sit back and take it like good little girls. But

they won't. Many many strong women, despite attacks and slurs and losing jobs are speaking up and continue to do so.

Having to define a woman /9

Has become a thing and it should not have to be. Women should not have to fight for existence. It's increasingly clear

that being gender critical is being touted as hatred when all it is is women fighting for what they shouldn't have had taken

away /10

We need to fight the madness the TRAs are cooking up. Women are fighting back and the tide seems to be turning in the

right direction. Let's hope this carries on. That was my take. Sorry if it was shit. But I'm just a straight white man ■/end
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